We constructed an effective tight-binding model with five Cr 3d orbitals for LaOCrAs according to first-principles calculations. Basing on this model, we investigated possible superconductivity induced by correlations in doped LaOCrAs using the functional renormalization group (FRG). We find that there are two domes of superconductivity in electron-doped LaOCrAs. With increasing electron doping, the ground state of the system evolves from G-type antiferromagnetism in the parent compound to an incipient s±-wave superconducting phase dominated by electron bands derived from the d 3z 2 −r 2 orbital as the filling is above 4.2 electrons per site on the d-orbitals of Cr. The gap function has strong octet anisotropy on the Fermi pocket around the zone center and diminishes on the other pockets. In electron over-doped LaOCrAs, the system develops d x 2 −y 2 -wave superconducting phase and the active band derives from the dxy orbital. Inbetween the two superconducting domes, a time-reversal symmetry breaking s + id SC phase is likely to occur. We also find s±-wave superconducting phase in the hole-doped case.
I. INTRODUCTION
Transition metal pnictides have received much attention since the discovery of high-T c superconductivity in F-doped LaOFeAs.
1 Along with the extensively studied iron pnictides, some iron-free isostructural compounds have been found to be superconductors, such as pnictides based on Ni, Rh, Ir, Pt, and Pd, etc.
2-14 However, Mn-based pnictides are antiferromagnetic (AFM) insulators. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] No superconductivity has been found when the antiferromagnetism is suppressed by pressure in LaOMnP 22 or by high electron doping through H − substitution of O 2− in LaOMnAs. 23 It is likely because the strong Hund's rule coupling in the half-filled d 5 configuration forces the Mn-ion to form a high-spin state that is always toxic to superconductivity. With the d 5 configuration as the reference, it would be interesting to look for superconductivity in compounds with d 4 configuration, such as in the isostructural chromium pnictides, which mirrors the d 6 configuration in parent iron pnictides. 24, 25 This motivation makes better sense after the observation of superconductivity in CrAs (under high pressures) 26, 27 and A 2 Cr 3 As 3 ( A = K, Rb, Cs) under ambient pressure.
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In fact, BaCr 2 As 2 and SrCr 2 As 2 were synthesized in 1980, 31 and the physical properties and electronic structure of BaCr 2 As 2 were investigated 32 after the discovery of superconductivity in doped BaFe 2 As 2 . 33 The results show that BaCr 2 As 2 is an AFM metal, with a G-type order and very strong magnetic interactions. In addition, an analogous compound EuCr 2 As 2 with similar electronic properties were reported. 34 A series of LnOCrAs (Ln = La, Ce, Pr, and Nd) compounds were synthesized by Park et al. 35 All the members show metallic electronic conduction, and LaOCrAs is ordered in G-type antiferromagnetism with a large spin moment of 1.57µ B along the c axis revealed by powder neutron diffraction under 300K. Recently, a new chromium oxypnictide Sr 2 Cr 3 As 2 O 2 containing CrO 2 and Cr 2 As 2 square-planar lattices were reported. It is also an AFM metal with a G-type AFM order in the Cr 2 As 2 plane under 291K.
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However, superconductivity has not yet been observed in any of the above parent Cr 2 As 2 -layer based materials. But as in the case of iron pnictides, superconductivity may appear upon doping the parent compounds to a sufficient level.
In this work, we investigate possible superconductivity in doped chromium pnictide LaOCrAs. First, we calculate the electronic structure of LaOCrAs by firstprinciples calculations and construct an effective fiveorbital tight-binding model. Second, on the basis of the tight-binding model, we investigate possible superconductivity induced by correlations in doped LaOCrAs using the unbiased singular-mode functional renormalization group (SMFRG). [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] In the parent compound, we confirm the G-type antiferromagnetism found in experiments. Upon electron doping, We find that there are two domes of superconductivity as the filling is above 4.2 electrons per site (henceforth on the d-orbitals of Cr). The first superconducting phase has an incipient s ± -wave pairing symmetry, with gap sign change on the electron Fermi pockets and the virtual hole pockets. The gap function has octet anisotropy on the Fermi pocket around the zone center, and diminishes on the other pockets. This superconducting phase is triggered by spin fluctuations between the Fermi pockets around Γ and M points in the unfolded Brillouin Zone (BZ), where the orbital contents of the Bloch states are dominant by d 3z 2 −r 2 . With further electron doping, the system develops d x 2 −y 2 -wave superconducting phase, which is related to spin fluctuations between the Fermi pockets around X and Y points, where the orbital characters are dominant by d xy . Inbetween the two superconducting phases, a time-reversal-symmetry breaking s + id phase would be energetically favorable. In the hole doped case we find s ± -wave superconductivity is favorable.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Sec.II, we construct an effective model for LaOCrAs through first-principles calculations and briefly introduce the SM-FRG method. In Sec.III, we discuss the results for doped LaOCrAs and conclude by a phase diagram. Finally, a summary and experimental perspectives are discussed in Sec.IV.
II. MODEL AND METHOD
LaOCrAs has a ZrCuSiAs-type structure with the space group P 4/nmm (No. 129). Because of the tetrahedral coordination of As, there are two Cr atoms per unit cell. The experimentally determined lattice constants are a = 4.04123Å and c = 8.98637Å. We obtain the band structure by the Quantum-ESPRESSO package, 46 and then construct the maximally localized Wannier functions. 47 These maximally localized Wannier functions are centered at two Cr sites in the unit cell, transforming as
where X, Y , Z refer to the axes of the large unit cell. Since the two Cr atoms satisfy the group symmetry, we further unfold the BZ with one Cr atom per small unit cell and construct a five-orbital model. For convenience, we rotate the crystal coordinates axes and the orbitals basis by π/4, form X-Y to x-y. 48 Since the inter-layer coupling is weak, we only consider the in-plain hopping for brevity. The in-plain hopping integrals t µ,ν ∆x,∆y are displayed in Table. I, where [∆ x , ∆ y ] denote the in-plain hopping vector, and µ, ν label the five rotated d-orbitals:
, and d xy . They are directed along the nearest Cr-Cr bonds.
We obtain the band structure in the unfolded BZ as shown in Fig.1(a) . The bands close to Fermi level around Γ and M points are nearly flat, resulting in large density of states (DOS) near Fermi level, as shown in the Fig.1(b) , where the DOS has two peaks around the Fermi level. The large DOS near Fermi level makes the system particularly susceptible to various instabilities driven by electron correlations, as will be discussed later. Slightly above the two peaks, there is also a peak in DOS due to the van Hove singularities in the third band. Figs atoms:
where i denotes Cr sites, σ is the spin polarity, µ and ν denote five Cr 3d orbitals, n iµ = µσ c pairing channels, which we handle by SMFRG as follows.
A general interaction vertex function can be decomposed as scattering matrices between composite bosons,
either in the superconducting (SC), spin-density wave (SDW), or charge-density wave (CDW) channels. Here, (µ, ν, λ, η) are orbital indices, q is the collective momentum, and k ( or k ′ ) is an internal momentum of the Fermion bilinears c † k+q,µ c † −k,ν and c † k+q,µ c k,ν in the particle-particle and particle-hole channels, respectively. In the following we define, in a specific channel, S(q) as the leading attractive eigenvalue at q, and S as the globally leading one. The SM-FRG provides the coupled flow of all channels versus a decreasing energy scale Λ (the infrared limit of the Matsubara frequency in our case). The fastest growing eigenvalue S(Q) implies an emerging order associated with a collective wave vector Q and an eigenfunction (or form factor) φ(k, Q). (Notice that Q = 0 in the SC channel because of the Copper instability, but may evolve with Λ in the other channels.) The divergence scale provides an upper limit of the ordering temperature. More technical details can be found elsewhere.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We first discuss the electron-doped case at band filling n = 4.24, with the Fermi level slightly above the flat band around the M point. The γ pocket is absent here as shown in Fig.3(b) , but we should emphasize that our SM-FRG includes virtual excitations from all bands. Fig.3(a) shows the FRG flow of the leading eigenvalues S SC,SDW versus the running energy scale Λ for U = 1.0eV and J H = U/4. Since the CDW channel remains weak during the flow, we shall not discuss it henceforth. We find that the SDW channel is enhanced in the intermediate stage, but saturate at low energy scales because of lack of phase space for low-energy particle-hole excitations. The momentum q associated with the leading S SDW is around (π, π) at high energy scales and only changes slightly during the flow. The inset of Fig.3(a) shows S SDW (q) versus q at the final stage. There are peaks around Q = (π, π). We checked that the associated form factors describe site-local spins, indicating G-type AFM fluctuations, consistent with the G-type AFM order in the parent compound.
35 This G-type spin fluctuations can be associated with two types of scattering as shown in Fig.2 .
The enhancement of S SDW in the intermediate stage triggers attractive pairing interaction S SC to increase, and the latter diverges eventually on its own via the Copper mechanism. Thus, the system develops an SC instability at the divergence energy scale as shown in Fig.3(a) . Since the gap functions of the singlet SC state would change sign on the two k points connected by the spin fluctuation vector Q, there are two competing pairing states: (i) Incipient s ± -wave, with sign change of the gap function on the α and γ pockets. (Note the γ pocket is slightly bellow the Fermi level here.) (ii) d x 2 −y 2 -wave, with sign change on the two β pockets. By checking the pairing form factor (see the Appendix A for details) we find the incipient s ± -wave is realized at the present doping level. 49 The gap function in the band basis (see Appendix A) is shown along the Fermi surfaces in Fig.3(b) . We observe that the gap function on the α pocket has octet-wise deep minima, and the amplitude roughly scales with the d 3z 2 −r 2 -weight of the normal state on this pocket. This is also the case on the δ pockets. More interestingly, the gap function on the β pockets diminishes, which is consistent with the frustration caused by the spin scattering between β pockets that would favor d x 2 −y 2 -wave pairing instead. Therefore, we obtained a strongly orbital-selective pairing, and the active orbital is d 3z 2 −r 2 . We notice that similar octet-wise gap minima appears in heavily hole doped Ba 1−x K x Fe 2 As 2 .
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We also notice that the incipient s ± -wave is stabilized by the lurking top-flattened γ pocket, which enhances the virtual scattering between α and γ pockets down to moderate energy scales.
However, with further electron doping, the γ pocket sinks further below the Fermi level, and the effect of α-γ scattering eventually becomes weaker than that between the β pockets. As a result, d x 2 −y 2 -wave pairing on the β pockets begin to dominate, as seen in Fig.4 for band filling n = 4.35. We find that the SDW channel is similar to the case for n = 4.24, but in the SC channel, the interaction is strong in the incipient s ± -wave eigen mode at high energy scales, but the d x 2 −y 2 -wave becomes dominant at lower energy scales. The level crossing is indicated by the arrow in Fig.4(a) . Fig.4(b) shows the gap function in the band basis, with obvious d x 2 −y 2 -wave symmetry. From the gap amplitude distribution, we see the active orbital for this pairing state is d xy since the gap function vanishes where the d xy weight of the normal state [as shown in Fig.2(d) ] is small. More orbital-resolved details of the pairing form factor can be found in the Appendix A, which may be helpful in orbital-based mean field calculations.
We have performed systematic calculations for various band fillings around n = 4. Fig.5(a) shows the critical energy scale Λ c as a function of band filling. We find that the parent compound LaOCrAs has a G-type AFM order, which is consistent with the powder neutron diffraction. 35 With the increase of electron-doping, the G-type AFM state is suppressed, and the system develops incipient s ± -wave SC as the band filling is above 4.2 electrons per site. Upon further electron doping, the system enters the d x 2 −y 2 -wave SC state. We also checked the hole-doped case to find that the G-type AFM states is more robust (under the same interactions). This is due to the enhancement from scattering between α and δ pockets, and between the flat bands near Fermi level around Γ and M points. The above results are not changed qualitatively for J H ∈ [1/6, 1/4]U and moderate U . As a typical example, we set U = 1.3eV, J H = U/6, and perform the FRG calculations. We find that the results are qualitatively the same as the cases with U = 1eV, J H = U/4. We end by presenting a schematic phase diagram for LaOCrAs in the temperature-doping plane in Fig.5(b) . There are two domes of superconductivity in electron doped LaOCrAs. With the increase of electron doping, the G-type AFM state gives way to the incipient s ± -wave SC state, and subsequently to the d x 2 −y 2 -wave SC state. This is somehow similar to the two domes of 53 In the intervening regime between the two domes, the two SC states may become nearly degenerate, and we anticipate a time-reversal-symmetry breaking s + id-wave SC state is energetically favorable, since the gap function would be maximally open on all fermi pockets. To check this, we perform mean-field calculations to find that s + id-wave SC state is indeed the ground state between the two domes. (See Appendix B for details.) Finally, in the hole-doped side, we find the s ± -wave SC may replace the AFM state if the bare interaction is reduced to U = 0.7eV, J H = U/4 (or U = 0.9eV, J H = U/6). Following the argument that the effective bare interaction may be reduced significantly far from the the Mott limit with n = 5, 24, 54 we propose that the hole doped LaOCrAs may support s ± -wave superconductivity.
IV. SUMMARY
We constructed an effective five-band model for Cr 3d orbitals, and investigated possible correlation-driven superconductivity in doped LaOCrAs. With increasing electron doping, we find G-type AFM, incipient s ± -wave SC and d x 2 −y 2 -wave SC states. The gap function is highly anisotropic on the Fermi surface and highly orbital-selective. Inbetween the two SC phases a timereversal-symmetry breaking s + id SC phase is likely to occur. We also propose that the hole-doped LaOCrAs may support the s-wave SC state.
We notice that superconductivity has not yet been observed experimentally after electron doping in LaOCrAs through F − substitution of O 2− with band filling up to n = 4.2.
35 This is however consistent with our results, since the superconductivity phase appears at n > 4.2 in our phase diagram. Therefore we propose further electron doping in experiment. In this appendix we give the expressions of the form factors, or pairing matrix, φ SC (k) in the orbital basis. To describe the momentum dependence, we introduce the lattice harmonics c x = cos k x , c y = cos k y ; s x = sin k x , s y = sin k y .
The non-vanishing elements of φ SC (k) for s ± -wave pairing with band filling n = 4.24 are given by: 
With the pairing matrix φ SC in the orbital basis, the gap function in the band basis is given by ∆ kn = kn|φ SC (k)|kn where n is the band label and |kn is the Bloch state in the given band. Here we used the fact that the normal-state hamiltonian is time-reversal-invariant. If both the s ± -wave and d x 2 −y 2 -wave states are dominant, the effective low-energy Hamiltonian is given by
where H 0 is the normal state dispersion, and V s/d < 0 are the pairing interactions for s ± -wave and d 
where Ψ † kσ is a spinor creation field for all orbital degrees of freedom and σ =↑, ↓. Since the form factor of a given symmetry changes slowly versus the doping level, we use the form factors φ 
In the calculations at zero temperature, out of V s and V d , we fix one of them so that the mean field T c is of the same order of the FRG divergence scale in the corresponding phase, and take the other as a parameter for illustration. 
